PRIVACY
At Resume-Solutions.Org, we value our relationship with you and place the highest importance on
respecting and protecting your privacy. We do not share your personal information with anyone
outside of Resume-Solutions.Org for their promotional or marketing use without your consent. Your
email and phone will remain safe with us. All enquiries by potential clients are dealt with in the
strictest of confidence.
Resume-Solutions.Org works to protect your personal information from loss, misuse, or unauthorized
alteration by using industry-recognized security safeguards, coupled with carefully developed security
procedures and practices. We maintain physical, electronic and procedural safeguards that comply
with applicable laws and federal standards. We use both internal and external resources to review
our security procedures.
Your sensitive information, such as credit card information, is processed on the highly secure Paypal
website and we do not receive any credit card information.
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All content provided on this site is owned by or licensed to Resume-Solutions.Org and/or its affiliates
and protected by US and international copyright laws. Resume-Solutions.Org retains all proprietary
rights to the content and no portion of the content may not be reproduced, transmitted or distributed
without the prior written consent of Resume-Solutions.Org.
RESUME SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Resume-Solutions.Org provides a 100% Satisfaction Guarantee for all resume and cover letter
products. By choosing Resume-Solutions.Org, your investment in a professional resume is
protected.
After the finalization of the resume, if you feel that we did not add significant value to the resume,
we will be happy to process a full refund. We can offer this guarantee because we are confident
that you will see significant improvement in the resume developed by Resume-Solutions.Org.
Other resume writing companies may offer unlimited “revisions”. However, unless the writer is
experienced or if it is a poor quality product, unlimited revisions will only waste your time. We
deliver all resumes with confidence in a high quality product.

